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ABSTRACT: This paper will develop a response to Ro-
etz's (2013) critique of Hall and Ames' (1992) “A pragma-
tist understanding of Confucian democracy”. Our focus, 
however, will be reflecting on the roots of pragmatism 
as an inherently intercultural philosophy, the fruit of 
the encounter between Native American and European 
thought. Guided by some of the insights of the debate 
between Roetz, Hall and Ames, we will explore the paths 
afforded by a reencounter between pragmatism and Na-
tive American thought. We will examine the possibilities 
to reenchant creative democracy to acknowledge the 
more-than-human character of the communities consti-
tuting reality and find paths out of the ecological crisis. 
We will examine Hall and Ames’ understanding of de-
mocracy in Confucian hierarchical harmony. Then we will 
assess the grounds for Roetz’s critique, questioning the 
unilineal evolutionary history of ideas which seem to be 
underlying it. Then we will take at heart Roetz’s call for 
acknowledging the history of the philosophies that con-
versed into pragmatism. We will show how rather than 
progress towards a singular truth, in this case, the correct 
understanding of democracy, there is a plurality of theses 
and histories of ideas interacting with one another. We 
examine legacies of the Enlightenment inherited by prag-
matism, highlighted by Roetz, how they have a more pro-
found history in Judeo-Christian thought and their instru-
mental role in colonialism. Then, building on Pratt (2002), 
we examine the Amerindian roots of pragmatism. We 
trace commonalities between pragmatism and the ways 
of thinking of historical communities along the Americas 
and the Caribbean. We highlight the conversations be-
tween pragmatism and American anthropology. Finally, 
we examine how historical and contemporary Amerindi-
an philosophies unleash pragmatism from the straitjack-
et of European doctrines and how enabled by forms of 
democracy at work in hierarchical harmony, they offer a 
path towards the re-enchantment of our world. That is, 
not a return to religion, but the acknowledgement that 
reality is constituted by more than human communities.

Disenchanted realities disenchanting democracies

The debate between Roetz, Hall and Ames on pragmatism 

in Chinese studies is more than a philosophical debate 

about potential consensus between western and eastern 

philosophies. It is a debate about the political postures 

and conditions in which consensus has been reached and 

their consequences for the constitution of communities, 

reality, and its governance, with profound implications 

for intercultural philosophy beyond China. The debate 

expresses different positions towards China under chang-

ing political circumstances. Writing at the peak of Amer-

ican influence, the Hawaiian and Canadian pragmatist 

sinologists demonstrate a self-critical, conciliatory tone, 

willing to be pragmatic in their positions toward China, 

searching for parallelisms and acknowledging the dem-

ocratic possibilities inherent even in Confucianism (Hall 

and Ames 2003). By contrast, ten years later, as the rise 

of China was already evident and authoritarianism seem-

ingly unabated, the German sinologist called for a firmer 

stance, defending western philosophical traditions and 

emphatically demanding democratic reforms aligning 

with pragmatic ideals (Roetz 2013). Twenty years later, 

the call for a defence of democratic conditions is well 

warranted in China and worldwide, facing the stagger-

ing growth of inequality and the rise of authoritarianism. 

However, following Roetz´s call for re-evaluating those 

earlier conversations that gave rise to pragmatism, it be-

comes evident that the colonial circumstances in which 

these conversations developed leave much to be desired 

and are the source of many currently troubling issues. 

Individualism, universalism, and human exception-

alism, the western institutions Roetz defends as Enlight-

ened achievements, demonstrate more profound and 

troubling histories of disenchanting complicity with col-

onisation. Weber borrowed Schiller´s ambiguous notion 

of disenchantment, nostalgic for yesterday's gods and 

their magic, to imbue it with the connotation of embrac-

ing scientific rationality and overcoming superstition (Ly-

ons 2014). As Weber remarks, disenchantment preced-

ed the Enlightenment. Initially, it was closely associated 

with Christian theology until modernity turned it around 

on religion. Indeed, the reliance on rationality depends 

on claims to universalism, first advanced in the name 

of monotheistic religion, but also on its assumptions of 

human exceptionalism, on the free will of the human 

individual and the notion that communication was only 

bridged through language. Weber also notes the role 

of disenchantment in the constitution of bureaucratic 
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domination. But disenchantment is particularly insidious 

as a critical aspect of the colonisation of thought, ac-

tively shaping what reason is: Disenchantment has been 

a means to undermine local understandings and com-

mitments, fracturing communities and their realities, 

alienating them, and forcing upon them consensus that 

rationalises their exploitation as dehumanised resourc-

es. Disenchantment disempowers and sows disinterest. 

It is at the root of a profound and growing inequality in-

creasingly aggravated by the concurrent environmental 

crisis it continuously fosters. Even if, as claimed by Rorty, 

disenchantment facilitates political tolerance (Metzger 

2010), it constitutes a hindrance to democracy.

On the other hand, we will track how those innova-

tive characteristics in pragmatism: its commitment to 

interaction, community, pluralism and growth have clear 

precedents and strong genealogical connections in Native 

American thought. Revaluating these Native American 

precedents, parallels and connections with pragmatism 

allows us to recognise some insights that were obscured 

in the inequal encounter and translation that gave rise to 

American philosophy. It allows us to develop an alterna-

tive approach to enchantment through notions like the 

Iroquois orenda, forms of personhood and agency that 

express what different beings are and are acknowledged 

through deep engagements with them. These forms of 

enchantment express what makes life significant (James 

1899). In this way, enchantment is revealed as a prag-

matic expression of the knowledge binding more-than-

human communities, calling for a reappraisal of Native 

American epistemologies. 

Finally, returning to Hall and Ames’ insights on the dem-

ocratic possibilities inherent in the harmony of hierarchy, 

we will explore how such harmony underscores the means 

to operationalise Native American acknowledgement of 

more-than-human communities and operationalise it in a 

more inclusive creative democracy (Dewey 1998).

Pragmatic parallels and their discontents

Hall and Ames (2003) seek pragmatic ways to foster 

the development of democracy in China. They note the 

failures of earlier attempts at the direct translation of 

democratic institutions, which have been hijacked by 

other more problematic western institutions or forms of 

thought. They propose to develop a pragmatic approach 

to fostering democracy in China by expanding on Dew-

ey’s parallels between pragmatism and Confucianism. 

They explore the context in which Dewey established 

such equivalence, noting how as a visiting professor and 

Beijing University, he sought to compromise and accom-

modate Chinese understandings of personhood and 

community. 

Following Dewey, Hall and Ames (2003) analyse Chi-

nese notions of being, which are not essentialist but 

relational, derived from having (you 有); the person is 

coterminous with their roles in the community. That is, 

the person's roles are the source of their personhood, in-

stead of an essential individuality upon which those roles 

are superimposed and incidental. They argue that this hi-

erarchical relationality problematises understandings of 

democracy as a simple numerical equality game. Indeed, 

suppose the roles of a member of a hierarchical struc-

ture define them as persons. In that case, their political 

positions in a democratic decision are not the simple ex-

pression of their “individual” interest but an expression 

of the compromises of the hierarchical structure upon 

them. E.g. The political positions of the head of a family 

who is the head of a clan are expressions of the balance 

of political positions and the power of each family head 

and, in turn, of each family member.  

Hall and Ames (2003) also note how, for Dewey, 

equality is a fruit ripened by a community, not a starting 

premise but something to be achieved. Similarly, social 

contracts and, consequently, the rights of the persons in 

China are under constant negotiation and result from the 

community's relations and interests, rather than from 
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transcendental assumptions about their individual rights. 

Thus, Hall and Ames (2003) explain why attempting to 

directly translate the liberal understandings of individu-

al rights as universal premises in this context has often 

been counterproductive. Establishing rights as premises 

implies the simultaneous imposition of burdening coun-

terweight duties, given that the majority's interests over-

power individuals' rights. 

Hence, Hall and Ames (2003) attempt to reach com-

promises rather than forcing their principles by imposing 

a complete translation. Following Dewey, they identify 

the potential for democracy in the Confucian harmony 

of hierarchical structures. They determine how Confu-

cian approaches to behavioural change privilege ritual 

propriety over the explicit external imposition through 

laws and right. Hall and Ames also examine the impact 

Confucian approaches have on collective decision-mak-

ing. Hall and Ames follow the work of anthropologists 

and political scientists like Zhou (1996). She analyses how 

Chinese farmers pushed for and achieved reforms and 

transformations in China, overcoming the resistance of 

bureaucrats. Thereby, Hall and Ames identify how cultur-

ally sensitive readings of Chinese society allow us to see 

the successful changes toward democracy these struc-

tures can perform on their own.

Roetz seeks to undermine theoretical parallels be-

tween Confucian and Deweyan thought, highlighting how 

a series of statements pronounced by Dewey while visit-

ing China positioned him as representative of modernity, 

western philosophy, and technoscience.1 He then reas-

serts the influence of European thought in the develop-

ment of pragmatism, emphasising how early pragmatists 

accommodated western canonical positions towards 

individualism, universalism and transcendentalism, and 

democracy. He remarks on how the notion of the subject 

is fundamental to conceptualize intersubjectivity and 

1 Dewey was a visiting professor at Peking University between 
1919 and 1921, in that condition he travelled and lectured ex-
tensively through the country. 

elaborates on how by belonging simultaneously to differ-

ent groupings subjects achieve forms of autonomy, re-

placing the notion of the atomistic individuum. Similarly, 

he argues that Peirce’s ‘indefinite community’ actualises 

western universalist and transcendentalist positions.2 He 

emphasises the significance of pragmatism, introducing 

the notion of democracy to China without considering 

the failings of those attempts or how the Chinese or oth-

er non-western contexts may offer better alternative po-

litical solutions. He claims that the only possible bridge 

between Confucianism and pragmatism would be a pro-

found reformulation of Confucianism through the full 

adoption of western style democracy already pursued by 

neo-Confucianists. 

Roetz criticises Hall and Ames’ relativisation of dem-

ocratic principles as apologetic of the Confucian undem-

ocratic positions and thereby as an anachronic disservice 

to the core values of pragmatism. He dismisses the no-

tion of democracy in the harmony of hierarchical struc-

tures, arguing that numerical equality is the only guaran-

tee for individuals amidst hierarchical power differences. 

However, this argument presupposes the primacy of in-

dividual selfhood in the constitution of the persona and 

the idea that people are most empowered as individuals, 

notions particular to the West. Suppose personhood is 

primarily constituted from members' roles in a commu-

nity or derived from their position in a hierarchical struc-

ture rather than from a sense of self. In that case, political 

positions are likely to correspond to those commitments 

rather than to their ‘individual’ interest. In these circum-

stances, the decisions of community members will be 

mainly a reflection of their office and roles, actively sub-

verting the role of numerical equality. Numerical equal-

2 Pearce elaborates on the “indefinite community" (Peirce 
1868), arguing against Descartes that although we are individu-
ally incapable of knowing reality, reality can be thought as that 
which is agreed upon by a community of knowledge without 
definite limits and open to new and alternative points of view. 
Peirce hence is relativizing rather than universalizing reality; we 
might be able to perceive reality as it is but we will not have 
absolute certainty about it in specific cases. 
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ity can misrepresent people if they stand for more than 

themselves.

Roetz also critiques Hall and Ames’ take on Classical 

pragmatism when they argue that one of the characteris-

tics of pragmatism is a rejection of universalism, privileg-

ing historically specific communities as a point of depar-

ture for knowledge (Hall and Ames 2003). As if the history 

of philosophy were to be unilineal, Roetz counters that:

Pragmatism, at least in its classical phase, does 
not subscribe to the historistic, relativistic con-
clusions that European philosophies (Nietzsche, 
Heidegger, Wittgenstein) have drawn from the 
‘end of metaphysics. (Roetz 2013)

Again, the implication is that beyond the plurality of 

philosophies, there is a single progressive history of 

ideas. 

Emphasising the purported universalism of Classical 

pragmatism, Roetz argues that the community pragma-

tists had in mind was the American democracy which, un-

like ancient China, had already incorporated universalist 

values such as individual rights into its constitution (Ro-

etz 2013). Moreover, he asserts that the Peircean notion 

of the “indefinite community” encompassing all rational 

beings provides a horizon of universality and transcen-

dence, giving meaning to sociality. 

However, Roetz idealizes American democracy. It is 

anachronistic to attribute contemporary understandings 

of equality and democracy to the American society of the 

19th century. Even while American society had incorpo-

rated Christian universalist notions into its constitution, 

the universality of rights was mired in contradictions: The 

US was still actively engaged in reducing, when not exter-

minating, Native peoples. As well, it had barely abolished 

slavery and was still far from acknowledging women, 

Native peoples, and African Americans with citizenship 

or with such “universal” rights.  More importantly, Ro-

etz neglects that the United States remains a represen-

tative democracy rather than a direct one. Elections are 

ultimately defined by the hierarchical structure of an 

electoral college, with local elections awarding all votes 

in a district to the district winner. Furthermore, instead 

of awarding equal voting rights to every person, votes 

weigh according to the place of residence, traditionally 

disfavouring poorer, immigrant, and non-white districts 

and, more recently, adjoined states. Hence, American 

democracy is distant from the absolute liberal ideal. It is 

important to emphasise that these are not minor imper-

fections, especially when other peoples are supposed to 

measure themselves up to the mythical standards of an 

ideal liberal political system for a bridge between philos-

ophies to be considered. More crucially because this 

system with its colonial backdrop, its subsequent flaws, 

and inherent injustices, might indeed be the model for 

the consensus building system that now seeks to consti-

tute reality. Contemporary academia is indeed built on 

societies that mimic American democracy, and it holds an 

important if still limited, sway on world politics. 

Contrary to Roetz´s presumptions, early pragmatists 

had a broader purview into various Native American and 

settler community experiments, with diverse histories 

of establishment, development, and approaches to gov-

ernance. These experiments provided a vast repertoire 

from which early pragmatists could draw insights and 

expectations about what communities could be or do. 

Some of these communities, like the Kwakiutl and the Pu-

ritans, were highly hierarchical, not unlike those analysed 

by Confucius. Others communities, like the Hopi or the 

Quakers, were far more egalitarian. These later and oth-

ers still other communities involved the participation of 

people who were not fully acknowledged as persons and 

whose rights had not yet been enshrined by the Ameri-

can constitution, such as women.  

Classical pragmatists needed not to resort to an “end 

of metaphysics” to be relativistic. They were often ac-

cused of such because of their pluralism. Moreover, Dew-

ey was a close ally and collaborator of Boas (Colón and 

Hobbs 2015), one of the founding figures of American 

anthropology. Working along with Native communities, 

Boas became the proponent of cultural relativism and 
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historical particularism. These postures constituted al-

ternatives to the concurrent European mainstream evo-

lutionist and diffusionist discourses, which he demon-

strated flawed because of their untested and untestable 

universalistic premises (Boas 1920). 

And although indeed Peirce and Mead sought to ac-

commodate universalism, they also developed broader 

definitions of what it means to be human, which they un-

derstood to be bound to specific if undefined communities; 

connecting human experiences can be one of the horizons 

of the ‘indefinite community’. However, this horizon can 

be misleading unless we acknowledge that our reality is 

not determined solely by reaching a reasoning consensus 

but rather by being in consensus. Reality includes more 

than humans, as one can say indefinite communities are 

also ecological ones. Cognitive justice (Visvanathan 1998) 

requires that we acknowledge that we inhabit and partake 

of realities which are indefinite, ecological communities 

emplaced, but open and with uncertain limits.

Through this section, we examined some parallels 

between pragmatism and Confucianism: the communi-

tarian understandings of personhood, the importance 

of practices and rituals over beliefs and laws, and the 

democratic potential of the notion of hierarchical harmo-

ny. We also examined the objections to Hall and Ames's 

pragmatic relativisation of the idea of democracy and 

their attack on western thought. We listened to the calls 

to acknowledge the indebtedness to earlier philosophi-

cal conversations. Finally, we deflated Roetz's critique 

by showing some of the nuances of early 20th-century 

American society. In the following section, we will take at 

heart his call to acknowledge the conversations that give 

place to pragmatism.

Dwelling on debts and the many sources of pragmatic 
Enlightenment: Immanent positions, transcendental 
translations

In his critique of Hall and Ames and their take on the par-

allelism and potential relations between Confucianism 

and pragmatism, Roetz (2013) appeals to an understand-

ing of the progress of philosophical ideas. The main flaw 

he finds in their argument is the naïve apostasy of west-

ern thought, which, he argues, they project onto Classical 

pragmatists. In his view, such apostasies and their projec-

tion onto the past are naïve because they are only possi-

ble due to the “historistic and relativistic developments 

of European philosophies” to which Classical pragmatists 

did not subscribe while influencing Hall, Ames, Rorty, 

and other new pragmatists. Moreover, these new prag-

matists allegedly also fail to acknowledge the indebted-

ness of pragmatism to earlier European Enlightenment 

developments which arguably were fundamental for the 

constitution of pragmatism. 

According to Roetz (2013), the provincial character 

of pragmatism leads Hall and Ames to neglect how Con-

fucianism had already contributed to western thought 

through Jesuit translations or that Neo-Confucian devel-

opments had already bridged with the west through the 

reformation of Confucianism. Purportedly, this double 

neglect leads Hall and Ames to develop a restorative ap-

proach, apologetic of the undemocratic aspects of Con-

fucianism and the Chinese state, betraying democracy, 

one of the core values of Deweyan pragmatism. 

Although not explicitly stated, at least not with Hege-

lian hubris, through each of its components, Roetz’s cri-

tique seems to imply that there is a single history of phil-

osophical ideas and one correct direction for intellectual 

progress. Although contrary to pragmatist commitments 

to engagement (Peirce’s Pragmaticist Maxim), pluralism, 

and community, such a position would not be surprising. 

It was characteristic of the Dominicans who oversaw 

the Inquisition, one of the most orthodox branches of 

Catholicism. It is a position that persists in many protes-

tant churches. It constitutes one of the legacies of Chris-

tian philosophy, which remained largely unchallenged 

through the Enlightenment, further perpetuated through 

the modernist project. The latter found in progress a way 

to re-articulate transcendence as the globalised paro-
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chiality of western thought, continuously translating, 

reinventing, appropriating, and purifying the thought of 

all others: In the name of progress, western thought as-

sumes as its own positions it had previously rejected as 

traditional and backward thinking, thus avoiding giving 

credit where credit was due. 

Or how forthcoming have European philosophers 

been to acknowledge their debts? Is the cited Heidegger 

not shrouded in controversies over his failure to disclose 

the influences of Zhuangzi and Dōgen on his notion of 

Dasein? 

Leibniz appreciated the moral fortitude of Native 

Americans:

“But even today entire tribes, such as the Hurons, 
the Iroquois, the Galibis and other peoples of 
America teach us a great lesson on this matter: 
one cannot read without astonishment of the 
intrepidity and well-nigh insensibility wherewith 
they bereave their enemies, who roast them over 
a slow fire and eat them by slices. If such peo-
ple could retain their physical superiority and 
their courage, and combine them with our ac-
quirements, they would surpass us in every way, 
Extat ut in mediis turris aprica casis. They would 
be, in comparison with us, as a giant to a dwarf, 
a mountain to a hill: Quantus Eryx, et quantus 
Athos, gaudetque nivali Vertice se attollens pater 
Apenninus ad auras. 

All that which is effected by a wonderful vigour of 
body and mind in these savages, who persist ob-
stinately in the strangest point of honour, might 
be acquired in our case by training, by well-sea-
soned mortifications, by an overmastering joy 
founded on reason, by great practice in preserv-
ing a certain presence of mind amid the distrac-
tions and impressions most liable to disturb it...” 
(Leibniz 2005[1710], 284)

Nevertheless, he does not seem to acknowledge the 

clear precedents available in the descriptions of mission-

aries and explorers to his concept of panpsychism, e.g. 

(Breton 1665, de Rochefort, de Rochefort, and de Poincy 

1997 [1658]). 

Shamanism informed Goethe’s and Schiller’s poet-

ry colouring their positions towards enlightened disen-

chantment (Flaherty 1992, 12). Nevertheless, they wrote 

their odes to Greek paganism (Lyons 2014). Kant, too lec-

tured about shamanism:

Between a shaman of the Tunguses and the Eu-
ropean prelate who rules over both church and 
state, or (if, instead of the heads and leaders, we 
only want to look at the faithful and their ways 
of representation) between the wholly sensuous 
Wogulite, who in the morning lays the paw of a 
bear skin over his head with the short prayer, 
"Strike me not dead!"I71 and the sublimated 
Puritan and Independent in Connecticut, there 
certainly is a tremendous distance in the style of 
faith, but not in principle; for, as regards the lat-
ter, they all equally belong to one and the same 
class, namely of those who place their service of 
God in something (faith in certain statutory arti-
cles, or the observance of certain arbitrary prac-
tices) which cannot by itself constitute a better 
human being.  

Kant dismisses shamans, equating their religiosity to that 

of Puritan prelates. Yet, he distinguishes how the formers 

sensuousness and contrasts it with the abstraction that 

dominates the latter's word (Kant, Wood, and Di Giovanni 

2001, 6: 177). Although Kant does not explicitly connect 

Vogul (whom today are called Mansi) or Tungusian ways 

with his own thinking, that distinction likely fed into his 

views about two distinct forms of cognition, i.e. sensi-

bility vs understanding, as well as his emphasis on the 

value of practical reason. Moreover, while some anthro-

pologists have noted on the Kantian ways of orientating 

in their Polynesian interlocutors (Levinson and Levinson 

2003, Majid et al. 2004, Levinson and Brown 1994), we 

tend to forget that Kant was (mis-)reading ethnographies 

of the Pacific (Strack 1996), and other reports riddled 

with perceptual relativity (Eckstein and Schwarz 2019).

Even if European philosophers had acknowledged 

their debts to non-westerners, who is to say that they 

were, at the time, prepared to converse with those other 

ways of thinking? Were 18th-century Jesuit missionaries 

qualified to translate Confucius while conveniently omit-

ting his Taoist basis and counterparts? How much do we 

trust philosophers, under the intense scrutiny of the Inqui-

sition or equivalent protestant institutions, to translate or 

interpret other people's knowledge? On the other hand, 

conversing requires more than a one-time interaction, and 

any translation attempt requires critical appraisals of the 

notions that were translated from the source language.  
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As is pointed out by Roetz, it is vital to recognise the 

“indebtedness” of pragmatism to conversations that 

have been going on, at least since the Enlightenment. 

Indeed, it is crucial to acknowledge and clarify the na-

ture of those debts, to appreciate the developments of 

those many modes of thinking over time, and how many 

of their positions have long histories, sometimes offering 

alternative paths. 

No one denies the influence and impact of Euro-

pean philosophies. Seeking acknowledgement of their 

European counterparts, early 20th-century American 

philosophers and historians of American philosophy 

emphatically sought to highlight their European powers, 

often characterising their role as peripheral and their 

contributions as subordinate. The critical positions ad-

opted by Dewey, Rorty, Halls and Ames towards Euro-

pean philosophical influences and fashions must be read 

as a response to those earlier ethnocentric attitudes of 

Euro-American and European philosophers. However, 

if a critical reading fails to engage with the past, it risks 

missing out on the other parties in the conversation, on 

their actual positions and on other potential contribu-

tions that got lost through processes of translation and 

purification. 

As Roetz remarks, pragmatism is a response woven 

in conversations with analytic and “continental” philos-

ophies, which have a parochial character (Roetz 2013). 

The foundational postures of European philosophies, 

e.g., universalism, individualism, and human exception-

alism, are Judeo-Christian legacies cultivated by monas-

tic orders in the European peninsula during the Middle 

Ages. Through the Middle Ages and onwards political 

powers employed these religious philosophical postures 

to underpin and justify their power. Thereby these no-

tions played a fundamental role in the consolidation and 

expansion of Christianity. Thomistic individualism, the 

notion that the body and the soul, the source of human 

free will, were a single indivisible entity (Aquinas 1920), 

played a crucial role in the process of the “reduction” 

of Native communities (Owensby 2011). Individual free 

will was Christianity’s Trojan horse. It disaggregated and 

disentangled Native peoples from their worlds, resulting 

in their alienation and ethnocide. Individualism ground-

ed the idea that people were being liberated. They were 

free to renounce the oppression of their communities, 

free to become Christian subjects of distant monarchs. 

The promise of universalism rearticulated the “free-

willed” into the transcendental projects of Christianity 

and civilised modernity (Dussel 1997, 65). At the same 

time, human exceptionalism established an exploitative 

hierarchical system that took advantage of the increas-

ingly disenfranchised, those who could not or would not 

become Christian monarchic subjects and thereby were 

not acknowledged as persons: pagan Natives, women, 

enslaved people, children, animals, plants, rocks, land… 

These beings disassociated from one another became 

wards or properties to be had. These fundamental Chris-

tian postures underlie Christianity's capacity to divide 

and integrate others, cementing the power of medieval 

monarchies and colonial empires. These ideologies have 

been highly refractory to change and endured through 

the Enlightenment. Rather than dismissed, they were re-

cast into the scientific and philosophical discourses de-

veloped through the Enlightenment (Schaeffer 2005) and 

weaponised through technoscientific and civilisational 

discourses and later through developmental discourses.

On the other hand, as is also pointed out by Roetz 

(2013), during the Enlightenment ‘ ‘European’ philoso-

phies started displaying a considerable degree of rich-

ness. Western tradition attributes this awakening to the 

genius of individuals under liberal regimes. However, 

from the 14th century onwards, in the process of estab-

lishing global empires, European missionaries, explorers, 

and scientists forcibly came into dialogue with African, 

Amerindian, Asian, and Oceanic thinkers, with their re-

alities and ways of understanding that dramatically chal-

lenged European intellectual traditions, nurturing their 

philosophies (Flaherty 1988, Raj 2013, Lutz and Neis 
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2008, Latour 2010). Ames and Hall’s alternative under-

standing of globalism as “mutual accessibility of cultural 

sensibilities” (Hall and Ames 2003) is not just a take on 

contemporary dynamics. Still, the acknowledgement of 

a history of contact and interactions shaping and inform-

ing the development of philosophies worldwide, preced-

ing and enabling the Enlightenment, and pragmatism in 

turn too.

Through this section, we examined the conversa-

tions that gave rise to the Enlightenment. We acknowl-

edged the importance of notions like individuality and 

universality. We tracked their roots to their parochial 

Judeo-Christian context, establishing their ideological 

significance for the expansion of Christianity and the 

centralisation of monarchic power. Then we showed that 

European expansion enabled the mutual accessibility of 

cultural sensibilities that challenged European thought 

and gave rise to the Enlightenment. In the following sec-

tion, we will examine the other part of the conversation 

that gave rise to pragmatism.

Native American precedents to pragmatism and their 
genealogical connection  

If we dwell on unaccounted sources at the roots of prag-

matism, it is crucial to attend to Native American Indig-

enous or Amerindian ways of thinking. There are many 

parallelisms between the tenets of pragmatism and 

contemporary Native American Indigenous philosophy 

(Waters 2021, Burkhart 2016, Cabnal 2010). However, as 

Pratt (2002, 19-37) demonstrates, there are precedents 

in Native American thinking for the characteristic tenets 

of pragmatism: the commitments to interaction, plural-

ism, community, and the understanding of growth. These 

distinctive features, which distinguish it from earlier and 

coetaneous European philosophies, were central aspects 

of Native American thought and had been clearly and re-

iteratively expressed by Native American thinkers such 

as Miantonomi, Neolin, Tenskatawa, and Sagoyewatha, 

in their dialogue with European settlers. Moreover, Pratt 

demonstrates how these principles also feature implicit-

ly, in earlier Euro-American thinkers, like Benjamin Frank-

lin. In the course of official capacities, the latter interact-

ed intensely with Native American communities. He also 

established the scientific and philosophical circumstanc-

es that gave rise to early pragmaticism. Thereby, he con-

stitutes a genealogical linkage between Native American 

thinkers and pragmatists (Pratt 2002, 198-206).

Pratt (2002, 77) analyses how Native notions of val-

ue designated concrete actions that were correlated 

with specific moral behaviours. For example, the Dela-

ware wunnégin: which could be succinctly translated as 

“welcoming” constituted the tantamount of upright and 

courageous attitudes evidenced by welcoming strangers 

(even cannibals), engaging with them, respecting their 

otherness, and accommodating their needs. The most 

prominent aspect of pragmatism, which simultaneously 

defined it as a novelty in philosophy and for a long time 

undermined it in the eyes of European philosophers, was 

its central concern for practical matters. This displace-

ment of transcendental for mundane concerns might 

have been a novelty for philosophy. However, as is ev-

ident in Delaware wunnégin, Amerindian value notions 

were intrinsically associated with practical actions. Wun-

négin called for practical actions concrete implications, 

grounding the ethical thought of the Delaware. The idea 

is imbued with pluralist premises of conviviality and re-

spect for others and their ways of being, constituting 

communal notions tightly associated with places. 

This is not unique to the Delaware; a frequent com-

plaint amongst missionaries in the Americas and the Ca-

ribbean would go along the following lines:

“[The Callinago]…knew only what they could see 
and refused to acknowledge what they did not 
see or did not use… abstract notions are scarce… 
they lack words for spiritual and political mat-
ters” (Breton 1665).

Breton, complainingly, explains why making them believe 

in an invisible God for the sake of an indemonstrable 

transcendental existence was not an easy task. 
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A similar problem arises when translating Nahuatl 

thought and preconquest thinker Netzahualcoyotl, whose 

approaches to the “truth” associated moral qualities with 

actions and beings acting like “being rooted” instead of 

deriving them from abstract notions (Purcell 2021).

European missionaries actively sought to dissociate 

notions like wunnégin from their concrete actions. They 

employed them to translate abstract ideas of goodness, 

understood as whatever God provides, imposing a priori 

universal values (Pratt 2002, 99). 

Missionaries similarly struggled with Native myths 

of origin, which accounted for the origin story of given 

places but remained unconcerned for universal creations 

or for the creation of Europeans, who were understood 

to have arrived and to have an impact on Native places 

(Pratt 2002, 147). In many cases, those myths of origin 

actively questioned European universalism.

The Callinago, for instance:

“True, your God made the Heaven and Earth of 
France and causes the wheat to grow there, but 
our gods made our Country and cause our mani-
oc to grow.” (de Rochefort 1665, 288)

Such pluralist origin stories were highly problematic for 

European missionaries because they questioned their as-

sumptions about universal moral schemes. Missionaries 

emphasised that if there were many origins, there would 

be as many ethical frameworks (Pratt 2002, 155). Such 

European thought could only be conceived as a singular 

truth, a position which  persists (Russell 2013 [1945]).  At 

the very best, missionaries and settlers endeavoured to 

tolerate the “perversities” of those who thought different-

ly. Tolerating differences is far from respecting and accom-

modating them. It is indeed very distant from pluralism. 

Native American thought was an essential contribu-

tor to the conversation that gave rise to pragmatism, and 

there is a genealogy connecting them. In the following 

section, we will examine how beyond the evident in-

fluence of Native thought on early pragmatism, Native 

thought often has gone further than pragmatism risked 

and offers insights to resolve some challenges of disen-

chantment recognised by Dewey in modern society. 

Paths towards re-enchantment

In his collaboration with Hallowell (2002 [1960]), the Ojib-

wa chief Berens reveals a much more radical view of the 

principle of interaction, resolving objections of anthro-

pocentrism levered by Russell against Deweyan pragma-

tism (Russell 2013 [1945], 826). Hallowell was inquiring 

about animism, which at the time was understood as the 

proclivity of Native thought towards a generalised at-

tribution of life to inert matter or of human qualities to 

non-human beings. Berens, in turn, challenges the Euro-

pean notion of the inert as counterfactual and problem-

atic: Of the things we experience, what does not decay, 

transform and change? What is inert? The Ojibwa scholar 

challenges how European thought unquestioningly gen-

eralises purportedly “human” attributes, like cognition or 

intentionality, attributing them to all humans even while 

humans do not necessarily exercise them continuously.

By comparison, Ojibwa thinking is more cautious: if, 

in the course of the due engagement, a human, an ani-

mal, or a rock behaves in ways that defy expectations and 

require the acknowledgement of qualities entailing what 

could be called personhood to negotiate with them; they 

may then be considered as persons. Similar understand-

ings of personhood were found in other Native American 

communities. The Iroquois notion of Orenda designates a 

similar  interacting agential capacity which simultaneous-

ly demonstrated the influence of diverse beings affording 

them to be and to become known (Hewitt 1902):

“…in the stress of life, coming into contact or 
more or less close relationship with certain bod-
ies of his environment more frequently and in a 
more decided manner than with the other envi-
roning bodies, and learning from these constrain-
ing relations to feel that these bodies, through 
the exercise of their orenda, controlled the con-
ditions of his welfare and in a like manner shaped 
his ill-fare, he came gradually to regard these 
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bodies as the masters, the arbiters, the gods, of 
his environment.” (Hewitt 1902)

Such notions likely influenced Colden, a physician and sur-

veyor who, after spending 30 years amongst the Mohawk 

and being adopted by them, turned to philosophy, criti-

cising Newtonian inertia as passivity. Colden was a foun-

dational figure influencing Franklin and laying the founda-

tions of American sciences and pragmatism (Pratt 1996).

Yet, Native thinking, like that of the Ojibwa, went be-

yond pragmatism in its ability to engage with other beings 

in the world and to acknowledge them as persons, as sub-

jects of knowledge, with whom it might be necessary to 

negotiate. Native ontologies, like the Ojibwa, were more 

radical in their pluralism, acknowledging the need for con-

viviality not only with other humans but with other species. 

In turn, that also translates into many Amerindian notions 

of community and their logic of place, which are not lim-

ited to humans or human interests but encompass other 

species of the ecological community constituting a place. 

This has profound implications for Native American 

understandings of hospitality, growth and democracy, 

which consider the interests of others and not just hu-

man others. 

Gunadule scholar Abadio Green Stocel (2015 [1998]) 

brings another echoing voice to Confucious, Hall and 

Ames, pointing out the limitations of 

“…the formal recognition of rights, which has oc-
curred simultaneously with the reduction of our 
[Native] autonomy and the refusal of our right to 
decide what happens in our territories.” 

Green Stocel (2015 [1998]) demonstrates that Native 

laws are not trivial. They are not obsessed with criminals 

or profit, but emphasise “harmonising” activities beyond 

personal interests, going beyond human interests, taking 

into account the interest of the community, the whole 

ecological community, harmonising actions. As well Na-

tive laws are made not to just attend to human activities 

but also the activities and interests of other-than-hu-

mans the “labour of rocks and soil”. He makes a case ex-

amining Embera Chami laws: 

“If you need a plantain, you should plant two. For 
one may die. You should plant enough to provide 
for everyone, also for the squirrels and the mon-
keys.”

The Embera Chami recognise how other species already 

depend on the fields where they plant; they have inter-

ests at stake that can place them in conflict with human 

interests if unaccounted for. This context reveals how the 

democracy of harmony is not restrictive but expansive. 

It is not subduing the individual to the collective but ac-

knowledging how human and other-than-human persons 

can and must be considered. The more-than-human har-

mony counterbalances the human community’s interests 

and hierarchies. Consequently, the Amerindian notions 

of being as layered co-constituted by the beings with 

which they interact (Santos-Granero 2012).

To account for those other interests, Native peoples 

developed rituals like the Yuruparí performed by several 

different Amazonian peoples. Green Stocel (2015 [1998]) 

explains how Yuruparí rituals, through which people take 

on the strength, capacities and worldviews of the beings 

represented by their masks, are not representative ritu-

als but have a transformative character. They require a 

preparation which is not just intellectual but a matter of 

the heart. 

“To go to the other and come back from the other 
is a matter of the heart.” 

It is necessary to be able to empathise. Otherwise, the 

person cannot see through the other’s eyes and cannot 

really come to understand:

“People may come back and forth, but without 
understanding, they will step over sacred herbs 
thinking them weeds, profane the earth seeing it 
as business, and violate water with their indiffer-
ence.”

As in pragmatism, Amerindian thought recognises how 

pluralism affects the constitution of the person and how 

there are as many persons as people you engage with. 

“For the heart of each person to be able to fly, 
everyone must come together. The ritual of 
yuruparí is only successful in a community; with-
out the community, it is empty.”
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Amerindian thought recognises the plurality and per-

meability of persons and how being, not just knowing, 

is inherently intersubjective. This allows Amerindian 

thought to extend the notion of engagement in terms 

of epistemology, acknowledging dreaming and visionary 

experiences as fundamental realms of experience (Morse 

and Lomay 2021, Kopenawa and Albert 2013). Whereas 

Western thought subordinates dreaming to the walking 

experience, Amerindian thought approaches dreaming 

as real experience in and for itself.

Following Freud (1913), dreaming has been under-

stood as a private internal construct, an expression of 

the private self, constituted out from memories of previ-

ous interactions and elaborating on perceptions derived 

from walking experience (e.g. Rosen 2018). Meanwhile, 

Amerindian thinkers like Kopenawa (2008) or Netzahual-

coyotl (In Portilla 1995 and Maffie 2005) or give primacy 

to dreaming over other forms of experience, they regard 

dreaming as a realm where it is possible to continue to 

engage with and communicate with other beings in the 

world, both human and other-than-human. 

Amerindian thought unleashes pragmatism from the 

straitjacket of western thought, resolving its anthropo-

centric inconsistencies. Amerindian thought demon-

strates how Hall and Ames’ notion of democracy in har-

mony enables ways of articulating the more-than-human 

into democracy. Finally, Amerindian thought challenges 

western understanding of dreams and experience, offer-

ing paths towards the re-enchantment of the world.

Conclusions

As Hall and Ames point out, pragmatic approaches to fos-

tering what we deem desirable qualities in others must 

arise from their practices and understandings. Through 

that process, we develop novel sensibilities and may real-

ise the limitations of our understanding of those qualities 

and alternative solutions to our aporias. Following Ro-

etz’s call for the acknowledgement of intellectual debts, 

we found its Amerindian roots, how Amerindian thought 

may liberate pragmatism from its anthropocentric incon-

sistencies. We can also now continue to investigate how 

pragmatist Confucian notions of democracy in harmony, 

and the importance of rituals over rights, might continue 

to articulate, and acknowledge, the interests of more-

than-human persons.  
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